17 March – Online Zoom Meeting

9:00 – 9:20  Welcome

9:20 – 10:00  Setting the scope of the training
   1. Brief introduction to PEFC
   2. Moving to the 2020 versions of the standards
   3. Training process and requirements

10:00 – 11:00  Introduction to the revised PEFC Chain of Custody standard
   Key changes to Chain of custody standard I: input-out process
   Q&A

11:00 – 11:30  Break

11:30 – 13:30  Key changes to Chain of custody standard II: DDS
   Q&A
   Practical exercises

18 March – Online Zoom Meeting

9:00 – 9:20  Review first day

9:20 – 10:00  Key changes to Chain of custody standard III: Chain of custody methods
   Q&A
   Practical exercises

10:00 – 11:00  Key changes to Chain of custody standard IV: Multisite
   Introduction and key changes to the CBs requirements ST (PEFC ST 2003)
   Q&A

11:00 – 11:30  Break

11:30 – 13:00  Introduction to the revised PEFC Trademarks ST (PEFC ST 2001)
   Key changes to the revised PEFC Trademarks ST
   Q&A
   Practical exercises

13:00 – 13:30  Further steps and conclusion